5 Reasons to turn your cinema camera into LIVE mode
Following the latest firmware release for VariCam LT (Version 6.0), the true 4K,
Super 35mm cinema camera can now be used for live and ‘near-live’ multicamera operation.
The demand for shooting live productions with a large-sensor camera has increased
due to the cinematic look and dynamic range that is achieved. Near-live productions
meanwhile are shot as-live before going through a post-production process.
Varicam image quality and colour science
Thanks to its Super 35mm large-format sensor and a dynamic range of 14+ stops,
the VariCam LT achieves a unique, cinematic look for multi-camera operation.
High Sensitivity and low noise enables shooting with long zoom lenses
As found within the entire VariCam line-up, the VariCam LT has a dual-native ISO
sensitivity of 800 and 5000 ISO, which ensures high sensitivity and low-noise – a
critical point for most live productions, which are more often than not shot in low-light
environments. The dual-native ISO sensitivity also compensates for any loss in FStops when using long zoom lenses or optical adapters for use with 2/3-type lenses.

AK-HRP1000/10005 ROP Support
The VariCam LT can now be used with the AK-HRP1000/10005 remote operational
panels in allowing full paint features, scene file selection, remote REC control, remote
camera reboot, and call functionality. Return video and tally management allow real
multi-camera operation, whilst a ‘live-mode’ in-camera ensures that the fan run is
silent when in use – all of which are key features for live transmission.

Cine Live
To support near-live multi-camera operations, the VariCam LT offers the ability for
internal recording in either 4K 4:2:2 10-bit onto AVC Ultra for a duration of up to 6
hours. Various shooting modes allow productions to apply different shading and/or
grading on internal recording and video outputs.

4K Live Production
Output via fiber using third-party transport systems can also be made. DTS for
example have developed a fiber adaptor that enables a 4K signal output from
the VariCam LT, and the image can then be controlled via the AKHRP1000/1005.

Download firmware ver.6.0: https://eww.pass.panasonic.co.jp/proav/support/content/download/EN/ep2main/soft/upgvlt_e.htm

